MEN AND IDEAS

ThePsycholinguists
Onthe NewScientists

of Language-- By GEORGE
A. MILLER

have long recognised
p SYCr~OLOGISTS
that humanmindsfeed on linguistic symbols.
Linguists have always admitted that somekind
of psycho-social motor must movethe machinery
of grammarand lexicon. Sooner or later they
were certain to examinetheir intersection selfconsciously. Perhaps it was also inevitable that
the result wouldbe called "psycholinguistics."
In fact, although the enterprise itself has
slowly been gathering strength at least since
the invention of the telephone, the name, in
its unhyphenatedform, is only about ten years
old. Fewseem pleased with the term, but the
field has grownso rapidly and stirred so much
interest in recent years that somewayof referring to it is urgently needed. Psycholinguistics
is as descriptive a term as any, and shorter than
most.
Amongpsychologists it was principally the
behaviourists whowished to take a closer look
at language. Behaviourists generally try to replace anything subiective by its most tangible,
physical manifestation, so they have had a long
tradition of confusing thought with speech-or with "verbal behaviour," as manyprefer to
call it. Among
linguists it was principally those
with an anthropological sideline whowere most
willing,to collaborate,
perhaps
because
as anthropologists they weresensitive to all those social
and psychological processes that support our
1 A representative sampleof research papers in
this field can be foundin Psycholinguhtics,
a Boo
k
o] Readings,edited by S. Saporta (Holt, Rinehart
& Winston, NewYork, x962). R. Brownprovides
a readable survey from a psychologist’s point of
view in Wordsand Things (Free Press, Glencoe,
Illinois, I957).
2The cxB^ Foundation Symposium,Disorders
o] Language(J. &A. Churchill, London, x964)
provides an excellent sampleof the current status
of medicalpsycholinguistics.
a Natural Languageand the Computer,edited by
P. L. Garvin(McGraw-Hill,NewYork, x963).
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linguistic practices. By workingtogether they
managedto call attention to an important field
of scientific research and to integrate it, or at
least to acquaint its various parts with one
1another, underthis newrubric.
Interest in psycholinguistics, however,is not
confined to psychologists and linguists. Many
people have been stirred by splendid visions of
its practical possibilities. Onethinks of medical
applications to the diagnosis and treatment of
a heterogeneous variety of language disorders
ranging from simple stammering to the overwhelmingcomplexities of aphasia? One thinks
too of pedagogical applications, of potential
improvementsin our methodsfor teaching reading and writing, or for teaching second
languages. If ps~cholinguistic principles were
madesufficiently explicit, they could be imparted
to those technological miracles of the twentieth
century, the computingmachines, which would
bring into view a whole spectrum of cybernetic
possibilities? Wecould exploit our electrical
channels for voice communicationsmoreefficiendy. We might improve and automate our
dictionaries, using themfor mechanical translation from one language to another. Perhaps
computers could print what we say, or even
say what we print, thus makingspeech visible
for the deaf and printing audible for the blind.
Wemight, in short, learn to adapt computers
to dozens of our humanpurposes if only they
could interpret our languages. Little wonder
that assortedphysicians, educators, philosophers,
logicians, andengineershave been intrigued by
this newadventure.
Of course, the realisation of practical benefits
must await the success of the scientific effort;
there is somedanger that enthusiasmmaycolour
our estimate of what can be accomplished. Not
a few sceptics remain unconvinced; some can
even be foundwhoargue that success is impossible in principle. "Science," they say, "can go
onlyso far .... "
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Tar xr~rrG~rxo~of psycholinguistic studies has
occurredso recently that there is still someconfusion concerningits scope and purpose; efforts
to clarify it necessarily have somethingof the
character of personal opinion? In myownversion, the central task of this newscience is to
describe the psychological processes that go on
when people use sentences. The real crux of
the psychohnguistic problem does not appear
until one tries to deal with sentences, for only
then does the importance of productivity become completely obvious. It is true that productivity can also appear with individual words,
but there it is not overwhelming. With sentences, productivityis literally unlimited.
Before considering this somewhattechnical
problem,however,it might be well to illustrate
the variety of processes that psycholinguists
hope to explain. This can best be done if we
ask what a listener can do about a spoken
utterance, and consider his alternatives in order
fromthe superficial to the inscrutable.
The simplest thing one can do in the presence
of a spokenutterance is to listen. Evenif the
languageis incomprehensible,one can still hear
an utterance as an auditory stimulus and respond
to it in terms of somediscriminative set: how
loud, howfast, howlong, from whichdirection,
etc,

Given that an utterance is heard, the next
level
raatchin
g. it as pa honemicpattern
¯mtermsinvolves
of phonologacal skills acquired as a
user of the language. The ability to match an
input can be tested in psychological experiments by asking listeners to echo what they
hear; a wide variety of experimental situations
--ex~periments on the perception of speech and
on me note memorisationof verbal materials-can be summarisedas tests of a person’s ability
to repeat the speech he hears under various conditions of audibility or delay.
If a listener can hear and matchan utterance,
the next question to ask is whether he will
¯ 4 Myownopinions havebeen strongly influenced
by NoamChomsky.A rather technical exposition
of this work can be found in Chapters x~-i 3 of
the second volume of the Handboo
k o~ Mathematical Psychology, edited by R. D. Luce, R. R.
Bush, and E. Galanter (Wiley, NewYork, x963),
from whichmanyof the ideas discussed here have
been drawn.
s W.Epstein, "The Influence of Syntactical
Structure on Learning," .4mericanJournalo/ Psychology(~96I), vol. 74, PP. 8o-85.
a G. A. Miller and S. Isard, "SomePerceptual
Consequencesof Linguistic Rules," Journal o/
Verbal Learning and Verbal Behaviour (~963),
vol. z, pp. urT-uu8. J. J. Katz and J. A. Fodor
haverecently contributed a thoughtful discussion
of ’~TheStructure of SemanticTheory," Language
(x963),vol. 39, PP- I7o-210"

ac.~ept it as a sentencein terms of his knowledge
of grammar. At this level we encounter processes difficult to study experimentally, and one
is forced to rely most heavily on linguistic
analyses of the structure of sentences. Some
experiments are possible, however, for we can
measurehowmucha listener’s ability to accept
th.." utteranceas a sentencefacilitates his ability
to hear and match it; grammatical sentences
are mucheasier to hear, utter or rememberthan
are ungrammatical strings of words, and even
nonsense(pirot, l(arol, elat, etc.) is easier to
deal with if it looks grammatical(pirots l(arolise
elatically, etc.)? Needless to say, the grammatical knowledgewe wish to study does not
concern those explicit rules drilled into us by
teachers of traditional grammar,but rather the
implicit generative knowledgethat we all must
acquire ir~ order to use a languageappropriately.
Beyondgrammatical acceptance comes semantic interpretation: we can ask howlisteners
interpret an utterance as meaningful in terms
of their semantic system. Interpretation is not
merely a matter of assigning meanings to individual words; we must also consider how
these component meanings combine in grammatical sentences. Compare the sentences:
Healthy young babies sleep soundly and Colourless green ideas sleep [uriously. Althoughthey
are syntactically similar, the secondis far harder
to perceive and remembercorrectly--because it
cannot be interpreted by the usual semantic
ru~es for combiningthe senses of adjacent English words? The interpretation
of each
word is affected by the companyit keeps; a
centralproblemis to systematise the interactions
of wordsand phrases with their linguistic contexts. The lexicographer makeshis major contribution at this point, but psychologicalstudies
of our ability to paraphrase-an utterance also
havetheir place.
At the next level it seems essential to make
somedist.:.nction betweeninterpreting an utterance and understanding it, for understanding
frequently goes well beyondthe linguistic context providedby the utt,e,r, ance itself. Ahusband
greeted at the door by I bought someelectric
light bulbs to-day" must do morethan interpret
its literal reference; he must understandthat he
should go to the kitchen and replace that
burned-out lamp. Such contextual information
lies well outside any grammaror lexicon. The
listener can understand the function of an
utterance in terms of contextual knowledgeof
the most diverse sort.
Finally, at a level now almost invisible
through the clouds, a listener maybelieve that
an utterance is valid in terms of its relevanceto
his own conduct. The child who says "I saw
five lions in the garden" maybe heard, matched,
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accepted, interpreted, and understood, but in
few parts of the world will he be believed.
The boundaries betweensuccessive levels are
not sharp and distinct. Oneshades off gradually
into the next. Still the hierarchy is real enough
and iriaportant to keep in mind. Simpler types
of psycholinguistic processes can be studied
rather intensively; already we knowmuchabout
hearing and matching. Accepting and interpreting are just nowcominginto scientific focus.
Understanding is still over the horizon, and
prga matic questionsinvolvingbelief systems, are
presently so vagueas to be hardly worth asking.
But the whole range of processes must be included in any adequate definition of psycholinguistics.
v ~t E S S E Dthe description of these various
psycholinguistic processes in terms of a
listener; the question inevitably arises as to
whether a different hierarchy is required to
describe the speaker. One problem a psycholinguist faces is to decide whetherspeaking and
listening are twoseparate abilities, co-ordinate
but distinct, or whetherthey are merelydifferent
manifestationsof a single linguistic faculty.
The mouth and ear are different organs; at
the simplest levels we must distinguish hearing
and matching from vocalising and speaking.
At morecomplexlevels it is less easy to decide
whether the two abilities are distinct. At some
point they must converge, if only to explain
whyit is so difficult to speakand listen simultaneously. The question is where.
It is easy to demonstrate howimportant to a
speaker is the sound of his ownvoice. If his
speechis delayeda fifth of a second, amplified,
and fed back into his ownears, the voice-ear
asynchrony can be devastating to the motor
skills of articulate speech.It is moredifficult,
however,to demonstratethat the samelinguistic
competencerequired for speaking is also involvedin processingthe speechof. others.
Recently Morris Halle and Kenneth Stevens
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
revived a suggestion made by Wilhelm von
Humboldt over a century ago) Suppose we
accept the notion that a listener recognises what
he hears by comparing it with some internal
representation. To the extent that a match can
be obtained, the input is accepted and interpreted. Onetrouble with this hypothesis, how7M. Halle and K. N. Stevens, "Speech Recognition: A Modeland a Programfor Research,"
IRE Transactions on In/ormation Theory (~962),
vol. AT-8,pp. I55-~59.
s "Effects of Contextuponthe Intelligibility of
HeardSpeech," in InformationTheory, edited by
Colin Cherry(Butterworths,London,I956, pp. 245252).

i
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ever, is that a listener mustbe readyto recognise
any one of an enormousnumberof different sentences. It is inconceivablethat a separateinternal
representation for each of them could be stored
in his memoryin advance. Halle and Stevens
suggest that these internal representations must
be generated as they are needed by following
the same generative rules that are normally
used in producingspeech. In this waythe rules
of the languageare incorporated into the theory
only once, in a generative form; they need not
be learned once by the ear and again by the
tongue. This is a theory of a language-user, not
of a speakeror a listener alone.
The listener begins with a guess about the
input. On that basis he generates an internal
matchingsignal. The first attempt will probably
be in error; if so, the mismatchis reported and
used as a basis for a next guess, which should
be closer. This cycle repeats (unconsciously,
almost certainly) until a satisfactory (not necessarily a correct) match is obtained, at which
point the next segmentof speech is scannedand
matched, etc. The output is not a transformed
version of the input; it is the programme
that
was followed to generate the matching representation.
Thepercetual categories available, to such. a
sYstem are ~fined by the generauve.rules at its
..Its
disposal.
Itisalso
reasonably
obvious
that
efficiency is critically dependenton the quality
of the initial guess. If this guess is close, an
iterative processcan convergerapidly; if not, the
listener will be unable to keep pace with the
rapid flow of conversational speech.
Alistener’s first guess probablyderives in part
from syntactic markers in the form of intonation, inflection, suffixes, etc., and in part from
his general knowledge of the semantic and
situational context. Syntactic cues indicate how
the input is to be grouped and which words
function together; semantic and contextual contributions are moredifficult to characterise, but
must somehowenable him to limit the range of
possible wordsthat he can expect to hear.
HowHE IS ABLE TO DO THIS is an utter mystery,
but the fact that he can do it is easily demonstrated.
The English psychologist David Bruce recorded a set of ordinary sentences and played
themin the presenceof noise so intense that the
voice was just audible, but not intelligible? He
told his listeners that these were sentences on
somegeneral topic--sports, saynand asked them
to repeat what they heard. He then told them
they would hear more sentences on a different
topic, whichthey were also to repeat. This was
done several times. Each time the listeners
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He pronouncedit.
"Is it an English word?"
He hesitated. "I haven’t seen it used very
much. I’m not sure."
"Do you know what it means?"
"I suppose it means’one whounderstands.’"
I thanked him and changed the subject.
Of course, understander is an English word,
but to find it youmustlook in a large dictionary
where you will probably read that it is "now
rare." Rare enough, I think, for none of my
respondentsto haveseen it before. Nevertheless,
they all answered in the same way. Nobody
seemed surprised. Nobody wondered how he
could understand and pronounce a word without knowingwhether it was a word. Everybody
put the main stress on the third syllable and
constructed a meaningfrom the verb "to understand" and the agentive suffix "er." Familiar
morphologicalrules of English were applied as
a matter of course, even thoughthe combination
was completely novel.
Probably no one but a psycholinguist captured
by the iiagenuous behaviouristic theory that
words are vocal responses conditioned to occur
in the presence of appropriate stimuli would
find anything exceptional in this. Since none of
my friends had seen the word before, and so
could not have been "conditioned" to give the
responses they did, how would this theory
account for their "verbal behaviour"? Advocates
of a conditioning theory of meaning--andthere
are several distinguished scientists amongthem
--would probably explain linguistic productivity
in terms of "conditionedgeneralisations."10 They
could argue that myrespondents had been conditioned to the word understand and to the
suffix--er; responses to their union could conceivably be counted as instances of stimulus
generalisation. In this way, novel responses
I r~^vE ^LREAnY
offered the opinion that productivity sets the central problemfor the psycho- could occur without special training.
Although a surprising amount of psycholinguist and have even referred to it indirectly
loga’cal ingenuity has beeninvested in this kind
by arguing that we can produce too many
different sentences to store themall in memory. of argument,it is difficult to estimate its value.
No one has carried the theory through for all
The issue can be postponedno longer.
the related combinationsthat must be explained
To make the problem plain, consider an
simultaneously. One can speculate, however,
exampleon the level of individual words. For
that there would have to be many different
several days I carried in mypocket a small white
card on which was typed UNDERSTANDER. kinds of generalisation, each with a carefully
defined range of applicability. For example, it
Onsuitable occasions I wouldhand it to somewould be necessary to explain why "underone. "Howdo you pronounce this?" I asked.
stander" is acceptable, whereas"erunderstand"
s "UnderstandingLanguagewithout Ability to
is not. Workedout in detail, such a theory
Speak: A Case Report," Journal of Abnormaland
would becomea sort of Pavlovian paraphrase
.
SodalPsychology(i962), vol. 65, pp. 419-425
of a linguistic description. Of course, if one
10 A dogconditionedto salivate at the soundof
believes
there is someessential difference bea tone will also salivate, thoughless copiously,at
the soundof similar tones, the magnitude
declining tween behaviour governedby conditioned habits
and behaviour governed by rules, the paraas the newtones become
less similar to the original.
phrase could never be more than a vast inThis phenomenon
is called "stimulus generalisatellectual pun.
repeated sentences appropriate to the topic
announcedin advance. Whenat ~.he end of the
experiment Bruce told them they had heard the
same recording every time--all he had changed
was the topic they were given--most listeners
wereunable to believe it.
With an advance hypothesis about what the
message will be we can tune our perceptual
systemto favour certain interpretations and reject others. This fact is no proof of a generative
process in speech perception, but it does emphasise the important role of context. For most
theories of speechperceptionthe facilitation provided by context is merely a fortunate though
rather complicatedfact. For a generative theory
it is essential.
Note that generative theories do not assume
that a listener must be able to articulate the
soundshe recognises, but merelythat he be able
to generate some internal representation to
match the input. In this respect a generative
theory differs from a motortheory (such as that
of Sir Richard Paget) which assumes that we
can identify only those utterances weare capable
of producing ourselves. There is somerather
compelling evidence against a motor theory.
The Americanpsychologist Eric Lenneberghas
described the case of an eight-year-old boywith
congenital anarthria; despite his complete inability to speak, the boy acquired an excellent
ability to understand language? Moreover,it is
a commonobservation that utterances can be
understood by young children before they are
able to producethem. A motor theory of speechperception draws too close a parallel between
our twocapacities as users of language. Evenso,
the two are more closely integrated than most
peoplerealise.
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ORI¢INAL
COMBINATIONS
Of elements are the life
blood of language. It is our ability to produce
and comprehend such novelties that makes
language so ubiquitously useful. As psychologists have becomemore seriously interested in
the cognitive processes that language entails,
they have been forced to recognise that the
fundamentalpuzzleis not our ability to associate
vocal noises with perceptual objects, but rather
our combinatorial productivity--our ability to
understand an unlimited diversity of utterances
never heard before and to produce an equal
variety of utterances similarly intelligible to
other membersof our speech community.Faced
with this problem, concepts borrowedfrom conditioning theory seem not so muchinvalid as
totally inadequate.
Someidea of the relative magnitudesof what
we might call the productive as opposedto the
reproductive componentsof any psycholinguistic theory is provided by statistical studies of
language. A few numbers can reinforce the
point. If you interrupt a speaker at somerandomly chosen instant, there will be, on the
average, about ten ~vords that form grammatical
and meaningful continuations. Often only one
word is admissible and sometimes there are
thousands, but on the average it works out to
about ten. (If you think this estimate too low,
I will not object; larger estimates strengthen the
argument.) A simple English sentence can
easily run to a length of twenty words, so
elementaryarithmetic tells us that there must be
at least ~o~° such sentences that a person who
knows English must know how to deal with.
*Comparethis productive potential with the xo
or ~o~ individual words we know---~e reproductive component of our theory--and the
discrepancyis dramaticallyillustrated. Putting it
differently, it wouldtake ~oo,ooo,ooo,ooocenturies (one thousand times the estimated age
of the earth) to utter all the admissibletwentywordsentences of English. Thus, the probability
that youmight have heard any particular twentywordsentence before is negligible. Unless it is
a clichd, every sentence must cometo you as a
novel combination of morphemes.Yet you can
interpret it at once if you kno~vthe English
language.
Withthese facts in mindit is impossible to
argue that we learn to understand sentences
from teachers who have pronounced each one
and explained what it meant. What we have
learned are not particular strings of words, but
rules for generating admissiblestrings of words.
whatit meansto follow a rule;
C this consideration
shifts the discussion of
O N S I

D E R

psycholinguisticsinto very difficult territory. The
3
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nature of rules has been a central concern of
modernphilosophy and perhaps no analysis has
has been more influential than LudwigWittgenstein’s. Wittgenstein remarked that the
mostcharacteristic thing wecan say about "rulegoverned behaviour" is that the person who
knowsthe rules knowswhether he is proceeding correctly or incorrectly. Althoughhe may
not be able to formulatethe rules explicitly, he
knows what it is to make a mistake. If this
remark is accepted, we must ask ourselves
whether an animal that has been conditioned is
privy to any such knowledgeabout the correctness of what he is doing. Perhaps such a degree
of insight could be achieved by the great apes,
but surely not by all the various species that can
acquire conditionedreflexes. Onthis basis alone
it wouldseemnecessaryto preserve a distinction
betweenconditioning and learning rules.
As psychologists have learned to appreciate
the complexities of language, the prospect of
reducingit to the laws of behaviourso carefully
studied in lower animals has grownincreasingly
remote. Wehave been forced more and more
into a position that non-psychologistsprobably
take for granted, namely,that languageis rulegoverned behaviour characterised by enormous
flexibility and freedomof choice.
Obviousas this conclusion mayseem, it has
importantimplications for any scientific theory
of language. If rules involve the concepts of
right and wrong, they introduce a normative
aspect that has always been avoided in the
natural sciences. One hears repeatedly that the
scientist’s ability to suppress normativejudgments about his subject-matter enables him to
see the worldobjectively, as it really is. Toadmit
that languagefollows rules seemsto put it outside the range of phenomenaaccessible to
scientific investigation.
At this point a psycholinguist whowishes to
preservehis standing as a natural scientist faces
an old but alwaysdifficult decision. Shouldhe
withdraw and leave the study of language to
others? Or should he give up all pretence of
being a "natural scientist," searching for causal
explanations, and embrace a morep~henomenological approach? Or should he push blindly
ahead with his empirical methods, hoping to
find a causal basis for normativepractices, but
running the risk that all his efforts will be
wasted because rule-governed behaviourin principle lies beyondthe scopeof natural science?
To withdraw means to abandon hope of
understanding scientifically all those human
mental processes that involve language in any
important degree. To persevere means to face
the enormouslydifficult, if not actually impossible task of finding a place for normativerules
in a descriptivescience.
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Difficult, yes. Still one wonders whether these
alternatives are really as mutually exclusive as
they seem.
~IaSX a’rilZCG
T Ha
survey the languages

we notice when we
of the world is how
few we can understand and how diverse they all
seem. Not until one looks for some time does
an even more significant
observation emerge
concerning the pervasive similarities
in the
midst of all this diversity.
Euery human group that anthropologists have
studied has spoken a language. The language
always has a lexicon and a grammar. The lexicon
is not a haphazard collection of vocalisations,
but is highly organised; it always has pronouns,
means for dealing with time, space, and number,
words to represent true and false, the basic concepts necessary for propositional logic. The
grammarhas distinguishable levels of structure,
some phonological, some syntactic. The phonology always contains both vowels and consonants, and the phonemes can always be described
in terms of distinctive features drawn from a
limited set of possibilities.
The syntax always
specifies rules for grouping elements sequentia.lly
into phrases and sentences, rules governing
normal intonation, rules for transforming some
types of sentences into other types.
The nature and importance of these common properties, called "linguistic universals,"
are only beginning to emerge as our knowledge
1~
of the world’s languages grows more systematic.
These universals appear even in languages that
developed with a minimumof interaction.
One
is forced to assume, therefore, either that (a)
no other kind of linguistic practices are conceivable, or that (b) something in the biological
makeup of human beings favours lang,uages
having these similarities.
Only a moments ren Uniuersals o] Language,edited by 1. Greenberg
(M.I.T. TechnologyPress, Cambridge,Mass., 1963).
a~ E. Lenneberg, "Language, Evolution, and Purposive Behavior," in Culture in History: Essays in
Honor o[ Paul Radin (Columbia University Press,
New
) . York, I96o
r~ E. Lenneberg, I. A. Nichols, and E. R. Rosenberger, "Primitive Stages of Language Development in Mongolism," in the Proceedings of the
42nd. Annual Meeting (I962) of the Association
[or Research in Neruous and Mental Diseases.
~4The belief that animals have, or could have,
languages is as old as man’s interest in the evolution of his special talent, but the truth of the
matter has long been known. Listen, for example,
to MaxMtiller (Three Lectures on the Science of
Language) in I889: "It is easy enough to show
that animals communicate,but this is a fact which
has never been doubted. Dogs who growl and
bark leave no doubt in the minds of other dogs
or cats, or even of man, of what they mean, but

flection is needed to reject (a). Whenone considers the variety of artificial languages developed
in mathematics, in the communication sciences,
in the use of computers, in symbolic logic, and
elsewhere, it soon becomes apparent that the
universal :[eatures of natural languages are not
the only ones possible. Natural languages are,
in fact, rather special and often seem unnecessarily complicated.
A popular belief regards human language as
a more or less free creation of the humanintellect, as if its elements were chosen arbitrarily
and could be combined into meaningful utterances by any rules that strike our collective fancy.
The assumption is implicit,
for example, in
Wittgenstein’s well-known conception of "the
language game." This metaphor, which casts
valuable light on manyaspects of language, can,
if followed blindly, lead one to think that all
linguistic rules are just as arbitrary as, say, the
rules of chess or football. As Lenneberg has
pointed out, however, it makes a great deal of
sense to inquire into the biological basis for
language, but very little to ask about the biologi=
cal foundations of card games.
Man is the only animal to have a combinatorially productive language. In the jargon of
biology, language is "a species-specific form of
behaviour."
Other animals have signalling
systems of various kinds and for various purposes-but only man has evolved this particular
and highly improbable form of communication.
Those who think of language as a free and
spontaneous intellectual invention are also likely
to believe that any animal with a brain sufficiently large to support a high level of intelligence can acquire a language. This assumption
is demons:rably false. The human brain is not
just an ape brain enlarged; its extra size is less
important than its different structure. Moreover,
Lenneberg has pointed out that nanocephalic
dwarfs, with brains half the normal size but
grown on ":he humanblueprint, can use language
reasonably well, and even mongoloids, not intelligent enough to perform the simplest funca~
tions for themselves, can acquire the rudiments,
Talking and understanding
language do not
depend or, being intelligent or having a large
brain. They depend on "being human."
Serious attempts have been made to teach
animals to speak. If words were conditioned
responses, animals as intelligent as chimpanzees
or porpoises should be able to learn them. These
attempts have uniformly failed in the past and,
if the argument here is correct, they will always
fail in the future---for just the same reason that
attempts to teach fish to walk or dogs to fly
would fai~. Such efforts misconstrue the basis
for our linguistic competence: they fly in the
a~
face of biclogical facts,
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UMAN~.^N0UA~ must be such that a
child can acquire it. Heacquires it, moreover, from parents who have no idea how to
explain it to him. Nocareful scheduleof rewards
for correct or punishmentsfor incorrect utterancesis necessary.It is sufficient that the child
be allowed to growup naturally in an environment where language is used.
The child’s achievement seems all the more
remarkable whenwe recall the speed with which
he accomplishes it and the limitations of his
intelligence in other respects. It is difficult to
avoid an impression mat infants are little
machines specially designed by nature to perform this particular learning task.
I believe this analogy with machinesis worth
UrSuing. If we could imagine what a languagearning automatonwould have to do, it would
dramatise--and perhaps even clarify--what a
child can do. The linguist and logician Noam
Chomskyhas argued that the description of
such an automaton w,ould comprise our hypothesis about the child s innate ability to learn
languages or (to borrow a term from Ferdinand
de Saussure)his innate x~
[acultd de langage,

H

~e

language-learning
automatonwouldbe given to work with. Inputs
to the machine would include a finite set of
sentences, a finite set of non-sentences accompanied by somesignal that they were incorrect,
somewayto indicate that one item is a repetition
or elaboration or transformation of another, and
someaccess to a universe of perceptual objects

CONSIDER WHATINFORMATION a

growling and barking are not language, nor do
they even contain the elements of language." "
Unfortunately, Miiller’s authority, great as it
was, did not suffice, and in 189owe hear Samuel
Butler ("Thoughtand Language,"in his Collected
Essays) reply that although"growlingand barking
cannotbe called very highly specialisedlanguage,"
still there is "a sayer, a sayee, and a covenanted
symbol designedly applied. Our ownspeech is
vertebrated and articulated by meansof nouns,
verbs, and the rules of grammar.A dog’s speech
is invertebrate, but I do not see howit is possible
to denythat it possessesall the essential elements
of language."
Mfiller and Buderdid not argue about the facts
of animal behaviour whichDarwinhad described.
Their disagreement arose more directly from
differences of opinionaboutthe correct definition
of the term "language."To-dayour definitions of
humanlanguage are more precise, so we can say
with correspondingly more precision whyButler
was wrong.
U N. Chomsky,"Explanatory Models in Linguistics," in Logic, Methodology,and Philosophy
of Sdence, edited by E. Wagel, P. Suppes, and
A. Tarski (Stanford Univ. Press, Stanford, 1962,
pp. 528-550).
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and events associated with the sentences. Inside
the machine there would be a computer so
programmed
as to extract from these inputs the
nature of the language, i.e., the particular syntactic rules by which sentences are generated,
and the rules that associate with each syntactic
structure a particular phonetic representation
and semantic interpretation.
The important
question, of course, is what progr.ammeof
structions would have to 13e given to the
computer.
Wecould instruct the computerto discover
any imaginable set of rules that might, in some
formal sense of the term, constitute a grammar.
This approach--the natural one if we believe
that humanlanguages can be infinitely diverse
and various--is doomedfrom the start. The
computerwouldhave to evaluate an infinitude
of possible grammars;with only a finite corpus
of evidence it would be impossible, even if
sufficient time were available for computation,
to arrive at any uniquesolution.
A language-earning automatoncould not possibly discover a suitable grammarunless some
strong a priori assumptions were built into it
from the start. These assumptions would limit
the alternatives that the automatonconsidered-limit them presumably to the range defined by
linguistic universals. The automatonwouldtest
various grammarsof the appropriate form to
see if they wouldgenerate all of the sentences
and none of the non-sentences. Certain aspects
would be tested before others; those found
acceptable would be preserved for further
evaluation. If we wished the automaton to
replicate a child’s performance, the order in
which these aspects would be evaluated could
only b~. decided after careful analysis of the
successive stages of language acquisition in
humanchildren.
The actual construction of such an automaton
is, of course, far beyondour reach at the present
time. That is not the point. The lesson to learn
from such speculations is that the wholeproject
would be impossible unless the automaton-and so, presumably, a child--knew in advance
to look for particular kinds of regularities and
correspondences, to discover rules of a rather
special kind uniquely characteristic of human
languagein general.
The features that humaninfants are prepared
to notice sharply limit the structure of any
humanlanguage. E~enif one imagines creating
by decree a Newspeakin which this generalisation were false, within one generation it
would have becometrue again.
Psycholinguistics does not deal with social
practices determinedarbitrarily either by caprice
or intelligent design, but with practices that
grow organically out of the biological nature
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of manand the linguistic capacities of human
infants. To that extent, at least, it is possible
to define an area of empirical fact well within
the reach of our scientific methods.
a E R L ~ ~ E of scientific investigation
ArgOis ropened
up by the observation that. we
do not alwaysfollow our ownrules. If this were
n~t so, of course, we wouldnot speak of rules,
but of the laws of language. The fact that we
make mistakes, and that we can knowwe made
mistakes, is central to the psycholinguistic
problem. Before we can see the empirical issue
this entails, however, we should first draw a
crucial distinction betweentheories of language
and theories of the users of language.
There is nothing in the linguistic description
of a language to indicate what mistakes will
occur. Mistakes result from the psychological
limitations of people whouse the language, not
from the language itself. It wouldbe meaningless to state rules for makingmistakes.
A formal characterisation of a natural language in terms of a set of elements and rules
for combiningthose elements must inevitably
generate an infinitude of possible sentences that
will never occur in actual use. Most of these
sentences are too complicated for us. There is
nothing mysteriousabout this. It is very similar
to the situation in arithmetic where a student
mayunderstand perfectly the rules for multiplication, yet find that some multiplication
problemsare too difficult for him to do "in his
head," i.e., without extending his memory
capacity by the use of pencil and paper.
There is no longest grammatical sentence.
There is no limit to the number of different
grammatical sentences. Moreover, since the
numberof elements and rules is finite, there
must be somerules and elements that can recur
any numberof times in a grammaticalsentence.
Chomskyhas even managedto pinpoint a kind
of recursive operation in languagethat, in principle, lies beyondthe powerof any finite device
to perform indefinitely often. Comparethese
sentences:
(R) Remarkable
is the rapidity of the motionof
the wing of the hummingbird.
(L) T. he hummingbird’s
wing’s motion’srapidity
ts remarkable.
(E) The rapidity that the motionthat the wing
that
has has has is remar
k- the hummingbird
able.
Whenyou parse these sentences you find that
the phrase structure of (R) dangles off to the
right; each prepositional phrase hangs to the
~N. Chomsky,Syntactic Structures (Mouton,
The Hague, x957).

nounin the prepositional phrase preceding it.
In (R), therefore, we see a type of recurring
construction that has been called right-branching. Sentence (L), on the other hand,
left-branching; each possessive modifies the
possessive immediatelyfollowing. Finally, (E)
is an onion; it grows by embeddingsentences
within sentences. Inside "The rapidity is remarkable"we first insert "the motionis rapid"
by a syntactic transformationthat permits us to
construct relative clauses, and so we obtain
"The rapidity that the motion has is remarkable." Thenwe repeat the transformation, this
time inserting "the winghas motion" to obtain
"The rapidity that the motion that the wing
has has is. remarkable." Repeating the transformation once more gives (E).
It is intuitively obvious that, of these three
types of recursive operations, self-embedding
(E) is psychologically the most difficult.
Although they seem grammatical by any reasonable standard of grammar,such sentences never
occur in ordinary usage because they exceedour
cognitive capacities. Ghomsky’s
achievementwas
to prove r!.gorously that any languagethat does
not restrict this kind of reeursive embedding
contains sentences that cannot be spoken or
understood by devices, humanor mechanical,
with finite memories.Anydevice that uses these
rules must remembereach left portion until it
can be related to its corresponding right portion; if the memory
of the user is limited, but
the numberof admissible left portions is not,
it is inevi’:able that someadmissible sentences
will exceedthe capacity of the user to process
~
themcorrectly)
It is necessary, therefore, to distinguish between a description of the language in terms
of the rules that a Person knowsand uses and
a description of that person’s per[ormanceas a
user of the rules. The distinction is sometimes
criticised as "psycholatry" by strict adherents
of behaviourism; "knowing"is considered too
mentalistic and subjective, therefore unscientific.
The objection cannot be taken seriously. Our
conception of the rules that a language-user
knowsis :indeed a hypothetical construct, not
something observed directly in his behaviour.
But if such hypotheses were to be forbidden,
science in general would become an empty
pursuit.
Givena reasonable hypothesis about the rules
that a language-user knows, the exploration of
his limitations in followingthose rules is proper
work for an experimental psychologist. "Psychologyshould assist us," a great linguist once
said, "in understanding what is going on in
the mind of speakers, and more particularly
howthey are led to deviate from previously
existing rules in consequence of conflicting
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tendencies." Otto Jespcrsen madethis request
of psychologyin i924; nowat last the work is
17
beginning.
Os~. Ex~,~rLr. Stephen Isard and I asked
Harvard undergraduates to memorise several
sentences that differed in degree of selfembedding.For instance, the twenty-two words
in the right-branching sentence, "Wecheered
the football squad that played the team that
brought the mascot that chased the girls that
were in the park," can be re-arranged to give
one, two, three, or four self-embeddings; with
four it becomes, "The girls (that the mascot
(that the team(that the football squad(that
cheered) played) brought) chased) were in
park." Oneself-embeddingcaused no difficulty;
it was almost as easy to memoriseas the sentence with none. Three or four embeddings
were most difficult. Whenthe sentence had two
self-embeddings--"The team (that the football
squad (that we cheered) played) brought
mascot that chased the girls that were in the
park"--some subjects found it as easy to
memorise as sentences with zero or one embedding,others foundit as difficult as sentences
with three or four. That is to say, everybody
can manage one embedding, some people can
managetwo, but everybody has trouble with
three or more.
Records of eye movementswhile people are
reading such sentences showthat the trouble
begins with the long string of verbs, "cheered
played brought," at which point all grasp of
the sentence structure crumbles and they are
left with a randomlist of verbs. This is just
what would be expected from a computer
executing a programmethat did not make provision for a sub-routine to refer to itself, i.e.,
that wasnot recursive. If our ability to handle
17 ThePhilosophyoJ Grammar
(Allen and Unwin,
London,i924, p. 344)-
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this type of self-embeddedrecursion is really as
limited as the experimentindicates, it places a
strong limitation on the kinds of theories we
can propose to explain our humancapacities for
processing information.
TI~E szurr, rR levels of our psychoO ~linguistic
hierarchy the pessimists are
wrong; muchremains there to be explored and
systematised by scientific methods. Howfar
these methods can carry us remains an open
question. Although syntax seems well within
our grasp and techniques for studying semantic
systems are now beginning to emerge, understanding and belief raise problems well beyond
the scopeof linguistics. Perhapsit is there that
scientific progresswill be forced to halt.
Nopsychological process is more important
or difficult to understand than understanding,
and nowhere has scientific psychology proved
more disappointing to those whohave turned to
it for help. Thecomplaintis as old as scientific
psychology itself. It was probably first seen
clearly by WilhelmDilthey, whocalled for a
new kind of psychology--a kind to which Karl
Jaspers later gave the name"verstehendePsychologie"--and in one form or another the division
has plagued psychologists ever since. Obviously
a tremendousgulf separates the interpretation
of a sentence from the understanding of a personality, a society, a historical epoch. But the
gap is narrowing. Indeed, one can even pretend
to see certain similarities betweenthe generative
theory of speech perception discussed aboveand
the reconstructive intellectual processes that
have been labelled verstehende. The analogy
maysomeday prove helpful, but howoptimistic
one dares feel at the present time is not easily
decided.
Meanwhile, the psycholinguists will undoubtedly continue to advance as far as they
can. It should prove interesting to see howfar
that will be.
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Robert Lowell

Brunetto Latini
Canto X V o] Dante’s
(For Lillian

Inferno

Hellman)

And now we walked along the solid mire
above a brook whose fuming mist protected
water and banks from the surrounding fire.
Just as the menof Flanders threw up huge
earthworks to stop the sea that always threatens
their fields and cattle between Ghent and Bruges,
or Paduans aloug the Brenta spread
out dykes to shield their towns and m~versagainst
spring thawing the Carinzian watershed-on such a plan the evil enghleer,
whoeverhe was, had laid his maze of dykes,
thoughon a smaller scale, and with less care.
By now we’d gone much deeper underground,
and left the bleeding woodso far behhld
I’d have seen nothing, if I’d looked around.
Wemet a companyof spirits here,
trooping below us on the sand. Each one
stared closely at our faces--as menpeer
at one another under the new moon,
or an old tailor squints into his needle,
these puckered up their brows and glowered. Soon,
I saw a man whose eyes devoured me, sating,
"This is a miracle." He seized mysleeve,
and as I felt his touch, I fixed myeyes
with such intensity on his crusted face,
that its chsfigurement could not prevent
myrecogaising who he was. "Oh, Oh,"
I answered groaning, as I stretched :my hand
to touch his arm, "are you here Ser Brunetto?"
He answered, "Do not be displeased, mySon,
if Brunetto Latini turn and walk a little
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